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Abstract

In French, the placement of the adjective within
a noun phrase is subject to variation: it can ap-
pear either before or after the noun. We con-
duct experiments to assess whether transformer-
based language models are able to learn the ad-
jective position in noun phrases in French—a
position which depends on several linguistic
factors. Prior findings have shown that trans-
former models are insensitive to permutated
word order, but in this work, we show that fine-
tuned models are successful at learning and
selecting the correct position of the adjective.
However, this success can be attributed to the
process of finetuning rather than the linguistic
knowledge acquired during pretraining, as evi-
denced by the low accuracy of experiments of
classification that make use of pretrained em-
beddings. Comparing the finetuned models to
the choices of native speakers (with a question-
naire), we notice that the models favor context
and global syntactic roles, and are weaker with
complex structures and fixed expressions.

1 Introduction

In French, the placement of the adjective is sub-
ject to a considerable amount of variation—a phe-
nomenon that has been under close scrutiny among
linguists. Generally speaking, adjective placement
in anteposition or postposition is attributed to many
intertwining, linguistic processes, rather than a few
rigid grammatical rules. However, the order of the
adjective can be crucial to the meaning of the noun
phrase; in the titular example, chère maison means
“dear house" but maison chère means “expensive
house".

Meanwhile, natural language processing re-
searchers investigate whether language models
built by transformer architectures are able to cap-
ture some of the inner workings of human language
during their learning process. So far, research has
shown that the high performance of such models
does not imply the understanding of basic concepts

such as grammatical order because the transformer
architecture is non-sequential by design.

We are exploring whether transformer-based lan-
guage models are capable of perceiving the adjec-
tive’s position in a sentence with regard to its head
noun, with a variety of experiments. Our goal is
not to set a new state-of-the-art, but to explore if
and how this information on word order is learned
and used in tandem with the contextual word em-
bedding information. While previous work has
shown that transformer models are insensitive to
word order (Pham et al., 2021; Gupta et al., 2021),
finetuned models were successful in classifying
adjective position (Sinha et al., 2021b). We also
tested variations of finetuning training sizes and the
use of attention masks to hide either the context of
the sentence or the head noun and adjective.

For most adjectives, classifying their position is
a relatively easy decision based on frequency; to
observe the models’ underlying competencies in
more complex cases, we carried out an error analy-
sis and additional experiments and visualizations
on the pretrained versions of the models. We also
had the opportunity to conduct an experiment with
native French speakers, to compare their choices
in challenging cases of adjective placement to the
models’ predictions.

Our findings show that finetuned models are ca-
pable of learning word order and efficiently classi-
fying it; this knowledge is fainter in pretrained em-
beddings, but some layers demonstrate some spe-
cialization. Finetuning a model helps to learn these
variations in adjective position and very success-
fully select the correct one. CamemBERT models
were more successful than FlauBERT models over
all experiments and captured more positional infor-
mation in the finetuned adjective embedding. How-
ever, all transformers models show weaknesses
(to different degrees) in complex cases of adjec-
tive/noun dependent phrases and fixed expressions.
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2 Position of adjective in French noun
phrases

While traditional grammar proposes that adjectives
in French follow the noun, in a noun phrase, lin-
guistic analysis supports that adjectives are mobile,
i.e. can be placed in anteposition or postposition
relative to the noun (Abeillé and Godard, 1999).
However, most adjectives tend to appear in specific
positions; adjectives that accept only anteposition,
only postposition, and those that alternate position
(Benzitoun, 2013). For example, ordinal adjectives
in -ième (e.g. troisième ‘third’), are almost always
anteposed to the noun, the adjectives exotique ‘ex-
otic’, idéal ‘ideal’, populaire ‘popular’, moderne
‘modern’, géant ‘giant’, naturel ‘natural’ are al-
ways postposed, and the adjectives énorme ‘huge’,
immense ‘immense’, superbe ‘superb’ alternate be-
tween the two possible position (Larsson, 1994;
Benzitoun, 2014).

The preferred position of an adjective depends
on its features and frequency; for example, Ben-
zitoun (2014) claims that the adjective prochain
‘next’ in plural form does not occur in postposition
(based on corpora statistics), but the singular does.
Wilmet (1980, 1981) calculated that the most fre-
quent adjectives in a corpus of literary works tend
to precede the noun. However, chromatic adjec-
tives (e.g. rouge ‘red’) which are of high frequency
are always postposed to nouns when not a part of
a multi-word expression. Adjectives derived from
nouns and adjectives have a very strong tendency
to be postposed (Forsgren, 2016; Goes, 1999). Wil-
met (1981) and Forsgren (1978) support that the
length of the adjective affects its position; short
adjectives (e.g. bon ‘good’, beau ‘pretty’) tend to
antepose, while longer adjectives and derivatives
can only be postposed.

Semantic factors may also affect the position
of an adjective with respect to its head word. For
example, adjectives with multiple meanings may
have different meanings in different positions; e.g.
propre when anteposed refers to possession ‘own’,
but when postposed means ‘clean’ (Thuilier, 2013).
Benzitoun (2014) also presents the concept of
adjective-noun pairs, where the meaning of the
noun influences the position of the adjective. These
pairs differ from fixed expressions because it is
possible to create a pair with a different order (and
different meaning), while fixed expressions are lex-
icalized and do not allow the existence of a vari-
ation with a different meaning. For example, the

lexicalized phrase arts premiers (where premier
is postposed) has a very specific meaning (‘arts of
the non-Western world’) compared to premiers arts
‘first arts’ where it used in its literal sense and is
not a lexicalized phrase.

The presence of more dependents in the noun
phrase also affects the position of the adjective.
The presence of an adverbial modifier to the adjec-
tive may force the adjective phrase to postposition
or increase the occurrence of the adjective in post-
position, or at least allow more flexible positioning
of the adjective phrase relative to the noun (Fors-
gren, 1978; Thuilier, 2013). A definitive case of
postposition happens when an adjective has a multi-
word modifier, e.g. a prepositional phrase (Thuilier,
2013). Postposition is also favored when there
are multiple adjectives defining the noun. Thuilier
(2013) also suggests that elements in the syntactic
phrase are ordered by increasing length (known as
increasing or relative mass). However, it may not
apply to high-frequency adjectives such as mag-
nifique ‘magnificent’ (Larsson, 1994).

3 Word order and transformer models

There has been extensive work on analyzing the
syntactic and semantic capabilities of transformer
models and their pretrained word embeddings, with
positive and negative findings on the abilities of
these models to capture linguistically salient word
relations. In this review, we focus on word position
and word order findings.

The addition of absolute word order (i.e. the se-
quential order of words) to the training process
of contextual word embedding models has proven
quite beneficial. Transformer models with bidirec-
tional training, which captures adjacent word or-
der, showed improvement compared to the original
self-attention neural networks (Yang et al., 2019).
Transformer models trained with masked language
modeling, such as BERT and RoBERTa, are able to
learn absolute word positions, but they also learn
structural word positions (i.e. phrase position in
hierarchical tree structures) and make use of them
(Wang et al., 2019; Wang and Chen, 2020). Mul-
tiple experiments combine absolute and structural
word positions to create better-informed and better-
performing word embeddings (Wang et al., 2020;
He et al., 2021; Chang et al., 2021; Wang et al.,
2021).

However, experiments on already pretrained lan-
guage models and shuffled word order tell a dif-
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ferent story. Pham et al. (2021) conducted experi-
ments on BERT-based models (BERT, RoBERTa,
ALBERT) with GLUE classification tasks, and
showed that tasks such as sentiment analysis were
not affected by shuffled word order, except for the
grammatical correctness task. O’Connor and An-
dreas (2021) conducted experiments on the effect
that context variation has on transformer models’
usable information, and discovered that word shuf-
fling has a negative effect, whether the shuffling
was implemented on short or long distances among
words. Gupta et al. (2021) conducted similar exper-
iments with GLUE tasks and observed that model
performance was lower on shuffled word orders
(in methods that render a sequence ungrammat-
ical and incomprehensible to humans) but close
enough to support that models rely more on em-
bedding information rather than sequential context.
Sinha et al. (2021b) confirm that pretrained lan-
guage models are insensitive to word order in tasks
of Natural Language Inference and show that, on
some occasions, classification is successful only
with certain (random) word order variations of an
input sequence. They also conducted experiments
on finetuned models and noted finetuning’s pos-
itive influence on learning word order. Finetun-
ing improved performance on tasks of inference
and grammaticality as well (even with models pre-
trained with scrambled word order) (Sinha et al.,
2021a). For French, Li et al. (2021) conducted
experiments, on the transformer models’ capacity
to capture long-range object-verb agreement and
word order (in one of their experiments). They
observed that models performed worse with scram-
bled inputs, and increasingly worse, for increas-
ingly complex relations.

4 Experiment 1: Finetuning and
classification of adjective position

4.1 Methodology

Given the findings from previous work, highlight-
ing the syntactic and semantic capacities of trans-
former models as well as also their weakness in
learning word order, we want to test whether trans-
former models are able to classify the position of
the adjective in a sentence.

In order to provide the two possible positions
that the adjective may have in a noun phrase, we
provide a pair of sentences as input: the first sen-
tence of the input has the adjective always an-
teposed to the noun, and the second sentence al-

ways postposed. We label the two-sentence se-
quences with ‘0’ if the first sentence is correct (i.e.
the correct order is anteposition) and ‘1’ if the sec-
ond sentence is correct (i.e. postposition)—see ex-
ample in Table 1. The sentences are separated by
the specific end-of-sequence token of each model.
With this task, we aim to observe if word order
is insignificant to the models or if they are able
to capture the preferred word order between two
sentences with identical tokens and different word
order. We finetuned the transformer models for
4 epochs based on the guidelines by Devlin et al.
(2019) and McCormick and Ryan (2019) (see Sec-
tion 4.2 for datasets and details).

We also run the same experiment with a one-
sentence input, with the original sentence without
any permutations. The models were finetuned for
4 epochs as well, with the original sentence and
its label of ante-/postposition. This method is less
informative, as the model is not aware of the dif-
ferent possible positions of the adjective, and will
only predict correctness.

In order to further study the contribution of dif-
ferent tokens in the input sequence, we also fine-
tuned the models with blocked attention to certain
tokens; we used the attention mask, which is an
array that instructs the model’s self-attention mech-
anism to attend to specific tokens of the input se-
quence, by assigning 1s to the “visible” tokens and
0s to the “invisible” ones. In addition to the default
setting of attending to all tokens, we tested a pair
setting, in which all tokens are masked except for
the adjective and its head noun, and a context set-
ting, in which the adjective and noun are masked
and all the other tokens are visible. Our goal is to
observe whether the adjective-noun pair is signifi-
cant enough to encapsulate their preferred positions
or not, and whether the context contains (enough)
information on preferred adjective-noun positions
even without explicit information on the pair. We
present a visualization of what an input sentence
looks like in these settings in Table 2.

4.2 Datasets

We extracted sentences with correct adjective-noun
pairs from two parsed corpora: the frWaC corpus
(Baroni et al., 2009) and the French corpora of
Universal Dependencies 2.9 (UD; Zeman et al.,
2021), in different combinations1.

1The list of corpora can be found at https://
universaldependencies.org/fr/
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On construit les éléments de plus haut niveau.
⇓

SENTENCE LABEL
On construit les éléments de plus haut niveau.
</s>On construit les éléments de plus niveau haut.

0

Table 1: An example input of two sentences for the
original sentence On construit les éléments de plus
haut niveau ‘We build the higher level elements’. We
only shift the position of the adjective-noun pair in the
noun phrase, without affecting any other elements of
the phrase (e.g. the dependent adjective plus).

MASK TOKENS
Default on construit les éléments de plus haut niveau
Pair haut niveau
Context on construit les éléments de plus

Table 2: Use of attention masks for the sentence: On
construit les éléments de plus haut niveau. In this sen-
tence, the adjective-noun pair is haut niveau (the adjec-
tive is before the noun). The label for all three inputs
is [0]. For the double-sentence input, the same process
will be followed for the second sentence of the input On
construit les éléments de plus niveau haut.

We used all UD sentences and selected 120K
relevant sentences from frWaC, with a 2/3 ratio
of anteposition/postposition, which is roughly the
ratio documented in the literature and the one that
occurs in our corpora2 –this ratio is also beneficial
since anteposed adjectives are fewer but more fre-
quent. However, we excluded the adjectives and
words which were incorrectly parsed as adjectives,
such as numerals, pronouns such as autre, certain,
chacun, quelque which may have other linguistic
functions than an adjective. In addition, we also
excluded the adjectives and the nouns which were
tokenized into subwords by the transformer model
tokenizers, in order to create the attention mask
described in Section 4.1.

The sentences of the two datasets were com-
bined and used in various ways. In one setting, we
trained the model only with frWaC, and used the
UD sentences as an additional test set. In another
one, we added a subset of the UD sentences to the
train set and tested on the rest of UD; we also fine-
tuned the model just with the (significantly) smaller
UD dataset. When applicable, we tested both with
frWaC and UD sentences. The size of the datasets
is presented in Table 3.

2Measured on 1M frWaC sentences and the entire UD
corpora.

Dataset Train Val. frWaC
test set

UD test
set (entire)

UD test
set (part)

frWaC 76,164 7,672 7,740 19,437 5,151
frWaC + UD 91,615 7,672 7,740 - 5,151
UD 13,905 1,546 7,740 - 5,151

Table 3: Dataset sizes for the finetuned models.

4.3 Transformer models

We used two monolingual French transformer-
based models, available from the HuggingFace
Python library (Wolf et al., 2020), CamemBERT
(Martin et al., 2020) and FlauBERT (Le et al.,
2020). CamemBERT is the pioneering mono-
lingual French model and is built based on the
RoBERTa architecture and trained on monolingual
data. Experiments showed its advantage on tra-
ditional NLP tasks over multilingual transformer
models. The authors also highlight the base ver-
sion’s high performance with a fraction of the size
of the large version. FlauBERT is a monolingual
French BERT-based model trained with multiple,
heterogeneous corpora and a more extensive tok-
enization procedure. It has been shown to (slightly)
outperform CamemBERT on French benchmark
tasks.

4.4 Baselines

The simplest baseline we can establish is based
on frequency in our corpus: we assign each ad-
jective a label of ante-/postposition based on its
most frequent position in the training set. We
also performed classification with more classical
NLP methods, namely a logistic regression model
on bag-of-words, implemented with scikit-
learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011), and a CNN-based
classifier, more sensitive to word order, imple-
mented with PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2019).

4.5 Results

The results for the two-sentence input experiment
can be found in Table 4 (and for the one-input
in Table 7 in Appendix A). We can already ob-
serve that frequency yields a quite high accuracy,
the bigger the training set is and the smaller the
test set is. The CNN classifier is very successful
when the training set is large enough. Therefore, it
comes as no surprise that the finetuned transformer
models made very few mistakes, with the overall
accuracy being close to 100%. The results were
consistently high, even when testing with a differ-
ent dataset (frWaC and UD). However, with a much
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Model frWaC train frWaC+UD train UD train
frWaC UD-full UD-test frWaC UD-test frWaC UD-test

camembert-base 0.99 0.93 0.93 0.99 0.99 0.93 0.95
camembert-large 0.99 0.91 0.93 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.66
flaubert-small-cased 0.99 0.90 0.90 0.99 0.99 0.62 0.66
flaubert-base-cased 0.99 0.90 0.87 0.99 0.97 0.96 0.96
flaubert-base-uncased 0.99 0.90 0.91 0.99 0.99 0.95 0.95
flaubert-large-cased 0.99 0.93 0.88 0.99 0.99 0.91 0.87
Position frequency 0.91 0.77 0.93 0.91 0.94 0.45 0.62
Logistic Regression 0.45 0.68 0.66 0.45 0.65 0.82 0.87
CNN 0.94 0.48 0.94 0.96 0.95 0.55 0.72

Table 4: Classification results for the finetuned models and baselines, with the different training and test sets. Values
in italics indicate that the model completely failed to classify.

Model
Attention mask: hidden context Attention mask: hidden adj + noun

frWaC train frWaC+UD train UD train frWaC train frWaC+UD train UD train
frWaC UD-full UD-test frWaC UD-test frWaC UD-test frWaC UD-full UD-test frWaC UD-test frWaC UD-test

camembert-base 0.99 0.80 0.83 0.99 0.99 0.78 0.83 0.99 0.45 0.57 0.99 0.98 0.45 0.66
camembert-large 0.98 0.76 0.76 0.98 0.99 0.87 0.91 0.45 0.66 0.66 0.45 0.66 0.45 0.63

flaubert-small-cased 0.45 0.68 0.68 0.45 0.66 0.45 0.66 0.99 0.52 0.52 0.99 0.98 0.47 0.64
flaubert-base-cased 0.45 0.68 0.68 0.45 0.66 0.45 0.66 0.99 0.47 0.47 0.99 0.99 0.58 0.68
flaubert-base-uncased 0.45 0.68 0.68 0.45 0.66 0.45 0.66 0.99 0.61 0.61 0.99 0.99 0.47 0.62
flaubert-large-cased 0.45 0.68 0.68 0.45 0.66 0.45 0.66 0.99 0.54 0.54 0.99 0.99 0.50 0.64

Table 5: Classification results of the finetuned models with attention masks. Values in italics indicate that the model
completely failed to classify.

smaller training set, results were slightly lower (as
expected; finetuning guidelines recommend a train-
ing set of at least 100K inputs). In comparison,
the accuracy of the one-sentence finetuning experi-
ment is 11-12% lower, which is even lower than the
frequency-based baseline and the CNN classifier.

The results of the experiments with attention
masks are presented in Table 5 (and Table 8 in Ap-
pendix A for the one-input finetuning). In these
experiments, the models’ attention mechanism had
access to only certain tokens. When attention was
only allowed to the adjective and noun pair, the
Flaubert models were unable to classify, while the
Camembert models showed equally outstanding
performance with the frWaC sentences (but lower
performance with the UD test sets). Meanwhile,
masking the adjective and noun pair and only al-
lowing attention to the rest of the sequence was sur-
prisingly successful for the finetuned models with
the larger training sets (except for camembert-
large), reaching similar accuracies to those of the
no-mask finetuned models. For the one-input fine-
tuning experiment, we notice that, for the masked
context scenario, performance rose drastically only
for CamemBERT models and only in the frWaC
domain, while the Flaubert models were again un-
successful. For the masked adjective-pair scenario
and for the UD domain, the performance is signifi-
cantly lower.

4.6 Qualitative analysis

In most cases, the models make very few mistakes,
which are not consistent among models. Moreover,
the models are very confident in their choices, as-
signing high probabilities to all predictions (see
Figure 1 in Appendix).

Focusing on the frWaC training set with the
UD dataset as the test set, we notice that most of
the sentences that were mislabeled are ones where
the adjective could possibly be in a different po-
sition, with a different meaning than the original
one (i.e. the utterance remains grammatical when
the adjective-noun order is reversed). For example,
the sentence Une école a ouvert dans une anci-
enne église en 1950 ‘A school opened in a former
church’ remains correct with ancienne postposed
to the noun, but the meaning of the adjective be-
comes ‘old’. The context provided by the sentence
is not sufficient to decipher the actual meaning, and
native French speakers agree that both sentences
are grammatical. On the other hand, mistakes in
the classification of sentences such as Les créations
sensuelles, modernes et orientales se font remar-
quer ‘The sensual, modern and oriental creations
stand out’ uncover the models’ shallow percep-
tion of syntactic relations –these mistakes were,
however, very rare. Finally, we notice a few badly-
parsed and badly-formed sentences in the dataset,
which were not enough to warrant a redesign, but
were confusing to the models.
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5 Experiment 2: Pre-existing knowledge
in pretrained embeddings

The previous experiment shows that the finetuned
transformer models are quite successful in classi-
fying the adjective’s position when asked to distin-
guish between two possible positions. The follow-
ing part of this research aims to observe whether
this capability is given by the finetuning, or whether
the pretrained models had already learned enough
information on the adjective’s preferred position,
with regard to its context.

5.1 Classification with adjective embeddings

The layers of a transformer model specialize in cre-
ating different dynamic word embeddings, which
capture and interact with a word’s context in a dif-
ferent way than the previous layer. Therefore, the
adjective embedding might contain the syntactic,
contextual, and semantic information that deter-
mine its position with regard to the noun. We ex-
tracted the word embeddings for the adjective of
each sentence, per layer, and we trained a simple
logistic regression model –built in the same way as
in Section 4.4. We used the frWaC training set and
tested on the frWaC test set and on the entire UD
dataset.

The results of the classification for the two test
sets can be seen in Figure 2 in Appendix C. The
classification results for the frWaC test set are quite
low –close to being non-classifiable– except for
the flaubert_base_uncased model, which
unexpectedly reached 97% accuracy on the last
layer. Results for the UD test set were more un-
predictable, with a few layers of camembert-base
reaching a very high accuracy, but the final layer
having the lowest accuracy. On the other hand,
the flaubert models had a progressively bet-
ter performance, but they are not as good as their
finetuned counterparts nor as the baselines.

5.2 Adjective [MASK] probabilities with
Masked Language Models

Pretrained models can predict the tokens that can
fill a masked position in a sequence. We use this
method to retrieve the probability that the mod-
els have assigned to the adjective in the sentence,
specifically in the position it was found in. We
make use of the sentences of the frWaC test set.
(These probabilities are presented in Figure 3 in
Appendix D.) We observe that overall the models
assigned higher probabilities to anteposed adjec-

tives being in anteposition, than to postposed adjec-
tives in postposition; apart from the stricter linguis-
tic constraints for anteposed adjectives, this could
also be due to the fact that transformer models fa-
vor token frequency, and most of the most frequent
adjectives in French are anteposed, while postpo-
sition harbors far more adjectives. Additionally,
we observe that CamemBERT models give higher
probabilities in the predictions of both anteposed
and postposed adjectives.

When we shifted the [MASK] position from its
original place to the opposite one, and asked the
models to assign the adjective’s probability in the
“wrong” position, the probability of the adjectives
was close to zero for at least 85% of the cases, even
for anteposed adjectives which are more versatile.

6 Experiment 3: Human vs Transformers
judgments of adjective order

6.1 Methodology and Dataset

We had the opportunity to carry out an additional
experiment on adjective word order, in which we
studied how native French speakers and the fine-
tuned transformer models dealt with challenging
cases of adjective position, caused by structural or
semantic idiosyncrasies. As observed in the previ-
ous experiments, the models demonstrated weak-
nesses in cases of adjacent adjectives that did not
belong to the noun phrase, and their choices did
not always align with the original sentence in cases
of semantic ambiguity relating to the adjective po-
sition. These cases cannot always be coined as
errors, since native speakers may also make sim-
ilar choices whether intentionally (e.g. different
comprehension of context) or unintentionally (e.g.
haste, lack of attention).

The structure of the experiment is the same as
in Experiment 1, where speakers and the finetuned
models were presented with a sentence containing
a noun-adjective pairing, and its variation having
the target adjective in the opposite position. Re-
gardless of the original order, each sentence pair
of the two positions was presented in the order of
anteposition-postposition. We created 89 prompt
sentences, written by a native French speaker or
extracted and modified from frWaC, and evaluated
by French speakers. The full dataset can be found
in Appendix F. The sentences are split into four
categories based on the type of relations that the
adjective has with the noun, or the context of the
sentence:
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1. Presence of adjective/noun dependent: The only
categorical constraint that governs the position of
the adjective in French is the presence of a depen-
dent to the adjective, which forces the position of
the adjective to postposition. However, if the de-
pendent is to the noun, the position of the adjective
is not restricted. We included sentences with the
same adjectives and dependents either to the adjec-
tive or the noun.

2. Fixed expressions: Adjectives in fixed expres-
sions will always have a fixed position in this spe-
cific context and meaning. Apart from sentences
with fixed expressions we selected, we added sen-
tences with the adjectives found in those expres-
sions, but not in restrictive structures.

3. Structural persistence: Speakers are sensitive
and tend to reuse repeating syntactic constructions
(syntactic priming, (Branigan et al., 1995)). The
presence of a noun phrase with an adjective in a
certain position may influence the processing of
the next noun phrase, especially if it contains the
same adjective. We want to test the extent of this
effect on native speakers and our models.

4. Blocked and mobile adjectives: In this category,
we are including adjectives which are (almost) al-
ways found in postposition, and adjectives with
free position depending on the meaning (propre,
ancien). This category serves both as a control
group, but could also provide unexpected results.

6.2 Questionnaire diffusion

While the finetuned models received all sentences
as a test set, we divided the prompt sentences in
3 questionnaires, ensuring that there is equal dis-
tribution of the four categories in each. The par-
ticipants were asked to select the sentence that
sounded “most natural" to them, out of the two
position variations. In order to eliminate outliers or
non-native speakers of French, at the start of each
questionnaire we asked for input of first language,
and to confirm that they were native speakers of
French (and also to acclimatize the participants
with the experiment) there was a mini-tutorial with
two sentence pairs which could not be mistaken by
French speakers. The questionnaire was built with
LimeSurvey3 and distributed to French university
students and French locals. Out of the 71 partici-
pants who completed the questionnaire and were

3https://www.limesurvey.org/

Model Micro avg. Macro avg.
camembert-base 0.3326 0.1629
camembert-large 0.5801 0.4673
flaubert_small_cased 0.6014 0.3711
flaubert_base_cased 0.433 0.3446
flaubert_base_uncased 0.5192 0.3298
flaubert_large_cased 0.3688 0.3554

Table 6: Correlation between the average choice of the
speakers and each model’s output. Micro-averaged is
aggregating all sentences regardless of category while
macro-average is category-sensitive.

not considered outliers, each version of the ques-
tionnaire had 22-25 participants, i.e. each sentence
pair was evaluated by at least 22 speakers.

6.3 Quantitative and Qualitative Results

We calculated the average selection over all speak-
ers and used this as the baseline to make judgments
for our models. In Table 6 we are presenting the
Pearson correlation between the speakers’ and the
models’ choices, in order to see which of the mod-
els was closer to the behavior of the speakers. The
model that achieved the highest micro- and macro-
averaged correlation was camembert-large,
although flaubert_small_casedmodel was
slightly better at micro-averaged correlation – an in-
teresting finding, since this model is created for de-
bugging purposes and its results are unreliable. The
camembert-base and flaubert_large_-
casedmodels showed the lowest correlations, and
all models except for camembert-large did
not show a strong positive correlation (>0.4) in the
macro-averaged correlation.

We also examined the speakers’ decisions and
the models’ predictions per category and performed
error analysis. For the presence of adjective/noun
dependent category, the speakers preferred longer
adjectives in postposition, even when the depen-
dent phrase was attached to the noun: for exam-
ple, the speakers unanimously chose the postposed
variation of the sentence Ils vivent une différente
relation sans amour. “They lived a different rela-
tionship without love." and so did most of the mod-
els. However, for shorter adjectives, the speakers
chose anteposition when there was a noun depen-
dent and postposition when there was an adjective
dependent. The models however did not present a
uniform behavior, with some models mostly pre-
ferring postposition (camembert-large) or anteposi-
tion (flaubert-large-cased), while the more success-
ful ones made mistakes on the shorter adjectives.
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In the fixed expressions category, the speakers
naturally did not make any mistakes on the fixed
expressions, and were able to differentiate between
the fixed and the free position of the same adjective
in different contexts. However, the models made
several mistakes on very common fixed expres-
sions, e.g. la grasse matinée “the morning of sleep-
ing in", but were not mistaken on expressions with
a short adjective, e.g. bénéfice net “net benefit"
(i.e. the short adjective was not anteposed, while
its variations in non-fixed phrases are commonly
anteposed). In the category of structural persis-
tence, the speakers were able to make their choices
for the adjective position despite being primed by
a previous noun phrase with the opposite adjective
position, e.g. they preferred the variation Il lui a of-
fert des volumineuses plantes à fleurs volumineuses.
“He offered them voluminous plants with volu-
minous flowers." for the noun phrase fleurs vo-
lumineuses. However, all the models predicted
anteposition, and this could have been affected by
the adjectives being in the same wordform. Fi-
nally, in the blocked/mobile adjectives category,
the speakers did not make any inexplicable choices,
and always preferred postposition for the postposed
adjectives (e.g. chromatic) and both positions for
the mobile adjectives (despite the length). The only
model which made mistakes on the postposed ad-
jectives was flaubert-large-cased, while
the other models made very few mistakes on mo-
bile adjectives–decisions which are to some extend
acceptable, since the meaning may be different but
still grammatical.

7 Discussion

Previous work on exploring transformer models has
supported that their success in NLP tasks is heavily
based on their vast training data and efficient learn-
ing of frequencies. Our experiments, compared to
a frequency-based uninformed baseline, show that
there are more complex operations in play. Trans-
formers were more efficient than sequential-order-
learning neural networks, and were in fact able to
differentiate between two sentences with identical
tokens and slightly different word order. Finetun-
ing is more efficient with a larger training corpus
and different domains, but can still be successful
with a smaller dataset if necessary.

When the models’ attention mechanism only has
access to the context, and not to the adjective-noun
pair itself, they were still quite capable of classi-

fying adjective position even without attending to
it. This observation is consistent with the linguistic
description that supports that adjective position is
also determined by context and not solely by the
noun phrase. However, the fact that CamemBERT
models were extremely successful in identifying
position without the use of context, while Flaubert
models failed completely, is caused by the models’
different architectures and choices in the way the
tokens are handled. In our more detailed experi-
ments, we saw that CamemBERT models assign
an overall higher probability to adjectives, regard-
less of their position, and that, at least for the UD
dataset, the adjective embeddings were, in some
layers, very informed on the preferred word posi-
tion. This knowledge is correlated to the learned
contextual word embeddings, rather than the word
itself, as we observed a lack of semantic similarity
in the visualization.

Regarding the models’ mistakes in the testing
phase, they were either caused by low-frequency
adjectives, bad parsing, or ambiguous meaning
which may be grammatical and acceptable in
both adjective positions. However, comparing the
models to human performance showed their true
strengths and weaknesses; when they are success-
ful, the models tend to follow a more rigid syn-
tactic structure and favor postposition, as it is the
most frequent adjective position over all adjectives.
They showed severe problems in recognizing some
fixed expressions, and were more easily swayed
than humans by being primed with the same adjec-
tive. In cases where both positions were possible,
they usually preferred the more “traditional" post-
position. These findings may demonstrate that the
models base their decisions on adjectives more on
frequency rather than the syntactic and semantic
information of a particular adjective, and are imper-
vious to factors that affect speakers’ decisions such
as length, difficulty of processing with regard to
cognitive load, and substantial or subtle semantic
differences.

8 Conclusion

In this work, we aimed to study the capabilities
of transformer-based language models in under-
standing word order, specifically the order of ad-
jectives in a noun phrase in French. Our findings,
for pretrained models, confirmed previous ones
which claimed that these models are agnostic to
word position. However, the process of finetun-
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ing and classification with two variations of the
sentence (one correct and one with permutated ad-
jective order) was very successful, which proves
that the models are capable of learning and becom-
ing sensitive to word order. Concerning the use
of attention masks, the CamemBERT models were
very capable of classifying word order by only at-
tending to the adjective and noun, while for the
Flaubert models it was impossible. The differences
between the two architectures were also reflected
in our study of the pretrained word embeddings and
the adjective probabilities, where we noticed that
CamemBERT’s adjective embeddings were better
informed. The adjective embeddings themselves,
for all models, seem to contain more contextual
than word-specific information, which makes dif-
ferent iterations of an adjective differ from each
other. In our experiment comparing native speak-
ers to the models’ preferences, we observed that the
models showed weakness in structures with depen-
dents, fixed expressions, and priming, and reverted
to the grammatically-established postposition more
than humans. Therefore, the models’ understand-
ing of the position relies both on context and on
shallow syntactic roles, but is lacking semantic nu-
ances. We also observed that the information on
position is specialized in some layers –and easily
learned via finetuning.

Limitations

This work has been conducted in the French lan-
guage, due to the available language resources and
transformer models in this high-resource, in addi-
tion to the authors’ adept knowledge of the lan-
guage and its linguistic properties. We decided
to focus on the specific phenomenon of adjective
placement because it offers the possibility to study
the models’ sensitivity to word order on pairs with
one grammatical and one ungrammatical sentence,
but also with pairs where both sentences were gram-
matical. The finetuning of the transformers models,
especially of the large versions, was made possible
with the use of a server with GPU clusters, provided
by our institution.
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A Results for finetuning with one sentence input

Model frWaC train frWaC+UD train UD train
frWaC UD-full UD-test frWaC UD-test frWaC UD-test

camembert-base 0.89 0.8 0.8 0.89 0.87 0.84 0.87
camembert-large 0.89 0.8 0.8 0.89 0.87 0.84 0.87
flaubert-small-cased 0.88 0.81 0.81 0.88 0.87 0.84 0.85
flaubert-base-cased 0.89 0.81 0.81 0.89 0.87 0.82 0.87
flaubert-base-uncased 0.89 0.82 0.82 0.88 0.87 0.82 0.87
flaubert-large-cased 0.89 0.81 0.81 0.89 0.87 0.83 0.87
Logistic Regression 0.45 0.68 0.66 0.45 0.65 0.45 0.65
CNN 0.8 0.84 0.68 0.79

Table 7: Classification results for finetuning models and baselines, with only one sentence as input, with our different
training and test sets. Values in italics indicate that the model failed completely to classify

Model
Attention mask: hidden context Attention mask: hidden adj + noun

frWaC train frWaC+UD train UD train frWaC train frWaC+UD train UD train
frWaC UD-full UD-test frWaC UD-test frWaC UD-test frWaC UD-full UD-test frWaC UD-test frWaC UD-test

camembert-base 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.8 0.8 0.79 0.77 0.77 0.79 0.89 0.67 0.82
camembert-large 0.97 0.98 0.98 0.97 0.98 0.45 0.66 0.66 0.45 0.66

flaubert-small-cased 0.45 0.68 0.68 0.76 0.79 0.45 0.66 0.76 0.75 0.75 0.76 0.82 0.59 0.74
flaubert-base-cased 0.45 0.68 0.68 0.8 0.8 0.45 0.66 0.8 0.69 0.69 0.7 0.86

flaubert-base-uncased 0.45 0.68 0.68 0.8 0.8 0.45 0.66 0.81 0.76 0.76 0.7 0.86
flaubert-large-cased 0.45 0.68 0.68 0.45 0.66 0.45 0.66 0.82 0.79 0.79 0.69 0.83

Table 8: Classification results of finetuning models with only one sentence as input and with attention masks. Values
in italics indicate that the model failed completely to classify.

B Probabilities of predicted labels during classification

Figure 1: The probability of predicted labels, for wrong and correct predictions, from the frWaC train set and both
test sets.
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C Classification based on the adjective’s pretrained embedding, with logistic regression

Figure 2: Logistic regression accuracy trained with layer-specific adjective embeddings, with our two large test sets.

D Adjective [MASK] probabilities with Masked Language Models

Figure 3: The assigned probability of each adjective instance, when placed in its original position which has been
masked (anteposition/postposition), for each model.

E Visualizing adjective pretrained embeddings per layer

We extract layer-specific embeddings of some transformer models, and use them to visualize static
embeddings by reducing their dimensions and plotting them on a 2-dimensional space, in order to observe
their closest neighbors and possible clusters or patterns emerge. We selected a few frequent adjectives
from the literature, either with a preferred position or without: grand, petit for always-anteposed, naturel
for always-postposed, ancien for ambivalent. All the embeddings of each adjective (from the different
sentences it appeared in) were used and plotted per layer.
We reduced the embeddings’ dimensional with t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE)
from scikit-learn and plotted with matplotlib. Some of the plots are presented in Figure 4. Our
intuition was that the anteposed and postposed adjectives would form clusters. However, we could not
observe discernible clusters in any of the data –the closest being for some early layers, for some adjectives,
and for complex word forms rather than the base ones.
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Figure 4: Embedding projections for base-form adjectives ancien ‘old’, grand ‘large’, naturel ‘natural’, petit ‘small’
–from various layers and models. The numbers correspond to the sentence id.

F Dataset for questionnaire (with English translations)

We have annotated in italics the sentences for which the French speakers preferred anteposition.

Anteposition Postposition Translation
Ces fiers époux attendent avec impatience le jour J. Ces époux fiers attendent avec impatience le jour J. These proud spouses are eagerly awaiting the go time.
Cette fière équipe de travail se hâte de présenter son projet. Cette équipe fière de travail se hâte de présenter son projet. This proud work team is eager to present its project.
Cette longue saison de football a été intense. Cette saison longue de football a été intense. This long football season has been intense.
Elle connait ce fier artiste depuis des années. Elle connait cet artiste fier depuis des années. She has known this proud artist for years.
Il a écrit un long article de linguistique. Il a écrit un article long de linguistique. He wrote a long article on linguistics.
Ils ont emprunté un long chemin sans visibilité. Ils ont emprunté un chemin long sans visibilité. They took a long path without visibility.
J’ai lu un long roman comme je les aime. J’ai lu un roman long comme je les aime. I read a long novel as I like them.
Les fiers ouvriers déjeunent actuellement. Les ouvriers fiers déjeunent actuellement. The proud workers are currently lunching.
Ma tante est une fière cuisinière de renom. Ma tante est une cuisinière fière de renom. My aunt is a proud cook of renown.
Elle a participé à un long séminaire de quelques jours. Elle a participé à un séminaire long de quelques jours. She participated in a seminar lasting a few days.
Il a écrit un long article de 50 pages. Il a écrit un article long de 50 pages. He wrote a 50 page long article.
Ils ont emprunté un long chemin de plusieurs kilomètres. Ils ont emprunté un chemin long de plusieurs kilomètres. They took a path several kilometers long.
J’ai lu un long roman de plusieurs tomes. J’ai lu un roman long de plusieurs tomes. I read a novel several volumes long.
Elle annote un différent segment de 32 caractères. Elle annote un segment différent de 32 caractères. She annotates a different segment of 32 characters.
Ils vivent une différente relation sans amour. Ils vivent une relation différente sans amour. They live a different relationship without love.
L’architecte a construit une différente maison dans le sud. L’architecte a construit une maison différente dans le sud. The architect built a different house in the south.
Tu as acheté un différent cahier pour dessiner. Tu as acheté un cahier différent pour dessiner. You bought a different notebook to draw.
Vous avez couru un différent marathon toujours populaire. Vous avez couru un marathon différent toujours populaire. You ran a different, ever-popular marathon.
Ces fiers époux de leurs préparatifs attendent avec impa-
tience.

Ces époux fiers de leurs préparatifs attendent avec impa-
tience.

These spouses proud of their preparations are waiting impa-
tiently.

Cette fière équipe de son projet se hâte de le présenter. Cette équipe fière de son projet se hâte de le présenter. This team, proud of its project, is eager to present it.
Cette longue saison de 4 mois a été intense. Cette saison longue de 4 mois a été intense. This 4 month long season has been intense.
Elle annote un différent segment du précédent. Elle annote un segment différent du précédent. It annotates a different segment from the previous one.
Elle connait ce fier artiste de sa création. Elle connait cet artiste fier de sa création. She knows this artist who is proud of his creation.
Ils vivent une différente relation de la suivante. Ils vivent une relation différente de la suivante. They live a different relationship than the following one.
L’architecte a construit une différente maison de celle
prévue.

L’architecte a construit une maison différente de celle
prévue.

The architect built a different house than planned.

Les fiers ouvriers de leur avancement s’accordent une pause. Les ouvriers fiers de leur avancement s’accordent une pause. The workers, proud of their advancement, take a break.
Ma tante est une fière cuisinière de ses talents. Ma tante est une cuisinière fière de ses talents. My aunt is a cook proud of her talent.
Tu as acheté un différent cahier du sien. Tu as acheté un cahier différent du sien. You bought a notebook different from his.
Vous avez couru un différent marathon de celui de Toulouse. Vous avez couru un marathon différent de celui de Toulouse. You ran a different marathon than that of Toulouse.

Table 9: Sentences in the Presence of adjective/noun dependent category.
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Anteposition Postposition Translation
Dimanche, ils ont pu faire la grasse matinée. Dimanche, ils ont pu faire la matinée grasse. On Sunday, they were able to sleep in.
Elle a écrit un vibrant hommage pour sa mère décédée. Elle a écrit un hommage vibrant pour sa mère décédée. She wrote a moving tribute for her late mother.
Elle aime la grasse matinée du lundi. Elle aime la matinée grasse du lundi. She loves sleeping in on Mondays.
Il a passé une dure semaine. Il a passé une semaine dure. He’s had a tough week.
Il admet son net avantage sur les autres. Il admet son avantage net sur les autres. He admits his clear advantage over others.
Il ne retient pas ses diverses leçons. Il ne retient pas ses leçons diverses. He does not retain his various lessons.
Ils ont rendu un vibrant hommage à ce digne soldat. Ils ont rendu un hommage vibrant à ce digne soldat. They paid a vibrant tribute to this worthy soldier.
J’avais des doubles objectifs précis. J’avais des objectifs doubles précis. I had specific dual objectives.
Nous effectuons diverses expériences. Nous effectuons des expériences diverses. We perform various experiments.
Elle a fait un net bénéfice ce mois-ci. Elle a fait un bénéfice net ce mois-ci. She made a net profit this month.
Depuis la mort de son hamster, il a le dur cœur. Depuis la mot de son hamster, il a le cœur dur. Since the death of his hamster, he has had a hard heart.
Depuis la mort de son hamster, il a une dure vie. Depuis la mort de son hamster, il a une vie dure. Since the death of his hamster, he has had a hard life.
Dimanche, ils ont mangé des gras plats. Dimanche, ils ont mangé des plats gras. On Sunday, they ate fatty dishes.
Elle essaiera par elle-même pour en avoir le net cœur. Elle essaiera par elle-même pour en avoir le cœur net. She will try on her own to find out for sure.
Elle n’aime pas laver la grasse boîte. Elle n’aime pas laver la boîte grasse. She doesn’t like to wash the greasy box.
Il est adepte de divers faits. Il est adepte de faits divers. He is adept at various facts.
Il n’a pas accepté sa défaite, il a le dur cœur. Il n’a pas accepté sa défaite, il a le cœur dur. He did not accept his defeat, he has a hard heart.
Ils ont acheté un vibrant fauteuil pour leur salon. Ils ont acheté un fauteuil vibrant pour leur salon. They bought a vibrating armchair for their living room.
J’ai mis les doubles bouchées pour arriver à temps. J’ai mis les bouchées doubles pour arriver à temps. I worked hard to get there on time.
Nous suivons les divers faits à la télévision. Nous suivons les faits divers à la télévision. We follow the news on television.
Vous avez mis les doubles bouchées pour terminer. Vous avez mis les bouchées doubles pour terminer. You worked hard to finish.

Table 10: Sentences in the Fixed expressions category.

Anteposition Postposition Translation
A nouvelle année, nouveaux dynamismes pour cette en-
treprise.

A nouvelle année, dynamismes nouveaux pour cette en-
treprise.

A new year, new dynamics for this company.

Fabuleux amis, fabuleux camarades : l’ennemi n’est pas à
l’intérieur !

Fabuleux amis, camarades fabuleux : l’ennemi n’est pas à
l’intérieur !

Fabulous friends, fabulous comrades: the enemy is not
within!

J’ai aimé le concept : bonne ambiance, bonne musique, les
gens sont contents.

J’ai aimé le concept : bonne ambiance, musique bonne, les
gens sont contents.

I liked the concept: good atmosphere, good music, people
are happy.

Ce document vise à expliquer le déficit véritable, la vérita-
ble dette dans son ensemble.

Ce document vise à expliquer le déficit véritable, la dette
véritable dans son ensemble.

This document aims to explain the real deficit, the real debt
as a whole.

Nous avons adopté pour des stratégies communes, actions
communes et positions communes.

Nous avons adopté pour des stratégies communes, actions
communes et communes positions.

We have adopted for common strategies, common actions
and common positions.

Avec la merveilleuse sélection et de merveilleux essais, ils
ont trouvé les résultats qu’ils cherchaient.

Avec la merveilleuse sélection et des essais merveilleux, ils
ont trouvé les résultats qu’ils cherchaient.

With the wonderful selection and wonderful testing, they
found the results they were looking for.

Il lui a offert des volumineuses plantes à volumineuses
fleurs.

Il lui a offert des volumineuses plantes à fleurs volu-
mineuses.

He gave her bulky plants with bulky flowers.

Je suis d’accord avec eux : à événement exceptionnel, ex-
ceptionnel dispositif.

Je suis d’accord avec eux : à événement exceptionnel, dis-
positif exceptionnel.

I agree with them: for an exceptional event, an exceptional
device.

Cette année, ils préparent un diplôme professionnel en pro-
fessionnel lycée.

Cette année, ils préparent un diplôme professionnel en lycée
professionnel.

This year, they are preparing a professional diploma in
vocational high school.

Concernant la protection des données personnelles, aucune
personnelle information n’est collectée.

Concernant la protection des données personnelles, aucune
information personnelle n’est collectée.

Regarding the protection of personal data, no personal in-
formation is collected.

Elle a procédé à l’étude de quelques instruments pitoyables
et pitoyables illusions.

Elle a procédé à l’étude de quelques instruments pitoyables
et illusions pitoyables.

She proceeded to study some pitiful instruments and pitiful
illusions.

Ce bâtiment n’a pas changé depuis sa construction : lu-
mineuses couleurs, lumineux lampadaires.

Ce bâtiment n’a pas changé depuis sa construction : lu-
mineuses couleurs, lampadaires lumineux.

This building has not changed since its construction: bright
colors, bright streetlights.

Table 11: Sentences in the Structural persistence category.

Anteposition Postposition Translation
Elle préfère son propre pantalon à celui de sa soeur. Elle préfère son pantalon propre à celui de sa sœur. She prefers her own pants to her sister’s.
Nous nous sommes rejoins autour d’un chaleureux repas. Nous nous sommes rejoins autour d’un repas chaleureux. We came together for a hearty meal.
Tu m’as fait part de ta fabuleuse idée. Tu m’as fait part de ton idée fabuleuse. You told me about your fabulous idea.
Cet ancien fer n’est plus utilisé. Ce fer ancien n’est plus utilisé. This old iron is no longer used.
C’était un fabuleux voyage que nous avons organisé. C’était un voyage fabuleux que nous avons organisé. It was a fabulous trip that we organized.
Ce chaleureux accueil m’a fait chaud au cœur. Cet accueil chaleureux m’a fait chaud au cœur. This warm welcome warmed my heart.
Ce légendaire récit me tourmente chaque jour. Ce récit légendaire me tourmente chaque jour. This legendary tale torments me every day.
Ce puéril discours lui a porté préjudice. Ce discours puéril lui a porté préjudice. This childish speech harmed him.
Cette fermière entreprise n’est plus aussi familiale que dans
le temps.

Cette entreprise fermière n’est plus aussi familiale que dans
le temps.

This farm business is no longer as family-run as it used to
be.

Cette jaune chaise est très tendance. Cette chaise jaune est très tendance. This yellow chair is very trendy.
Cette puérile plaisanterie ne l’a pas fait rire. Cette plaisanterie puérile ne l’a pas fait rire. This childish joke did not make him laugh.
Elle m’a fourni la volumineuse archive. Elle m’a fourni l’archive volumineuse. She provided me with the voluminous archive.
Il m’a apporté une bleue gourde. Il m’a apporté une gourde bleue. He brought me a blue water bottle.
Il mange des roses bonbons. Il mange des bonbons roses. He eats pink candies.
Ils n’ont pas pu télécharger le volumineux fichier. Ils n’ont pas pu télécharger le fichier volumineux. They were unable to download the large file.
J’ai écrit sur une bleue feuille. J’ai écrit sur une feuille bleue. I wrote on a blue sheet.
La jaune trousse contient ses feutres. La trousse jaune contient ses feutres. The yellow pencil case contains her markers.
La pétrolière industrie ne m’attire pas du tout. L’industrie pétrolière ne m’attire pas du tout. The oil industry does not appeal to me at all.
Le ferroviaire transport est voué à s’étendre. Le transport ferroviaire est voué à s’étendre. Rail transport is destined to expand.
Le ministériel arrêté a confirmé les mesures prises. L’arrêté ministériel a confirmé les mesures prises. The ministerial decree confirmed the measures taken.
Les filles ont opté pour une mauve couverture. Les filles ont opté pour une couverture mauve. The girls opted for a purple blanket.
Leur financière situation s’aggrave de jour en jour. Leur situation financière s’aggrave de jour en jour. Their financial situation is getting worse day by day.
Ma sœur porte des mauve lunettes. Ma sœur porte des lunettes mauve. My sister wears purple glasses.
Mon bureau est décoré d’un vert panier. Mon bureau est décoré d’un panier vert. My office is decorated with a green basket.
Sa rose poubelle lui plait énormément. Sa poubelle rose lui plait énormément. His pink trash can pleases him enormously.
Son doudou est une verte peluche. Son doudou est une peluche verte. His cuddly toy is a green plush.
Elle a acheté un vibrant jouet pour son fils. Elle a acheté un jouet vibrant pour son fils. She bought a vibrating toy for her son.

Table 12: Sentences in the Blocked and mobile adjectives category.
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